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(For most recent coverage see NotiSur 10/27/92) ARGENTINA, CHILE On Oct. 27, the governments
of Chile and Argentina sent a joint diplomatic note to Japan announcing a ban against the Japanese
ship Akatsuki Maru carrying about 1.5 metric tons of reprocessed plutonium from their territorial
waters, according to Chilean Foreign Minister Enrique Silva Cimma. Military Geographic Institute
of Chile director Col. Martin Munoz told reporters that navigation conditions around Cape Horn at
the southern tip of South America the expected route of the Japanese ship are highly unpredictable
and dangerous, but the safest in terms of avoiding terrorist attacks. The Chilean Committee for
the Defense of Flora and Fauna (CODEFF) has criticized the Chilean government for its "weak"
measures to keep the ship out Chilean waters. CODEFF has attacked the government's ban on the
ship's passage through territorial waters or ports because Chile's territorial waters only cover a
distance of 12 nautical miles. According to the government, the country doesn't have the authority to
restrict navigation within its 200- mile economic zone. CODEFF has countered that the government
could ban the ship from its economic zone, based on its constitutional prerogative to protect the
Chilean environment. On Oct. 28, the president of Argentina's Nuclear Energy Commission asserted
that the Akatsuki Maru is a safe vessel and defended its right to navigate through the waters of
South America. Since the Commission is a government agency, the statement was interpreted
as a change in the Argentine position on the issue. On Nov. 3, the Chilean Chamber of Deputies
passed a measure rejecting the passage of the Akatsuki Maru through Chilean waters. The measure
expressed support for the decisions of the Chilean and Argentine governments banning the ship
from their territorial waters and ports. According to Foreign Minister Silva Cimma, Chile will
ratify the international treaty on physical protection of nuclear materials, known as the Jamaica
Accords, in order to strengthen its ban against the Japanese ship. The treaty, considered the only
legal mechanism that regulates the transport of plutonium by land or sea, was signed by various
countries in 1985 but rejected by the Chilean government of Gen. Augusto Pinochet. On Nov. 4,
former Naval chief Adm. Jose Toribio Merino told reporters that the Akatsuki Maru would pass
through Cape Horn and said the ship poses "no risk whatsoever" and that "all opinions to the
contrary have no validity." Merino cited a Japanese newspaper article which stated the Cape Horn
route had been chosen. Silva Cimma called the article "speculative" and denied the government had
received any official notification from the Japanese government. ECUADOR On Oct. 27, Ecuadoran
Foreign Minister Jaime Marchan told reporters that the transport of toxic industrial waste constitutes
a major threat for countries which cannot maintain permanent control of their borders. On the same
day, Marchan inaugurated a meeting of legislative experts to revise the protocol on the transport
of dangerous wastes in the southeast Pacific. According to Marchan, the three member-states of
the Standing Commission of the South Pacific Ecuador, Peru and Colombia , have issued a firm
statement calling on Japan to not direct the ship through their territorial waters. Marchan said
Ecuador wants the ship to stay away from all South American coasts and corresponding islands.
PERU On Oct. 29 in Lima, congressperson Manuel Dammert filed a writ against Foreign Minister
Oscar de la Puente for allegedly having authorized the passage through Peruvian waters of the
Japanese ship. The Foreign Ministry denied having authorized the ship's passage through Peruvian
waters, saying "the matter is still under consideration." The writ obliges the government to suspend
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any action on the issue until judicial authorities have had time to decide whether any law would be
violated if the ship crossed Peruvian waters. Dammert said another writ had been filed against the
governmental Peruvian Nuclear Energy Institute (IPEN) which prepared a report claiming sufficient
precautions had been taken for the ship's passage through Peruvian waters. "It is naive, to say
the least, to suggest that the risk posed by the plutonium cargo is under control," said Dammert.
On Nov. 8, the Akatsuki Maru, accompanied by a contingent from the Japanese Navy and under
continual observation by two satellites, left the French port of Cherburgo on its way to Japan. The
route has not yet been announced. [Sources: Inter Press Service, 10/29/92; Spanish news service EFE,
10/26/92, 10/27/92, 11/03/92; La Nacion (Chile) 10/22/92, 10/28/92, 11/04/92, 11/05/92; El Mercurio
(Chile), 10/22/92, 10/24/92, 10/28/92, 11/04/92, 11/05/92; Agence France-Presse, 10/26/92, 10/27/92,
11/03/92, 11/08/92]
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